Boundary features are widely used in traditional Chinese Word Segmentation (CWS) methods as they can utilize unlabeled data to help improve the Out-ofVocabulary (OOV) word recognition performance. Although various neural network methods for CWS have achieved performance competitive with state-of-the-art systems, these methods, constrained by the domain and size of the training corpus, do not work well in domain adaptation. In this paper, we propose a novel BLSTMbased neural network model which incorporates a global recurrent structure designed for modeling boundary features dynamically. Experiments show that the proposed structure can effectively boost the performance of Chinese Word Segmentation, especially OOV-Recall, which brings benefits to domain adaptation. We achieved state-of-the-art results on 6 domains of CNKI articles, and competitive results to the best reported on the 4 domains of SIGHAN Bakeoff 2010 data.
Introduction
Since Chinese writing system does not have explicit word delimiters, word segmentation becomes an essential first step for further Chinese language processing. In recent years, Chinese Word Segmentation (CWS) has experienced great advancement. One mainstream method is to regard word segmentation task as a sequence labeling problem (Xue, 2003; Peng et al., 2004) where each character is assigned a tag indicating its position in the word. This method has been proved * Corresponding author effective as it turns word segmentation into a structured discriminative learning task which can be handled by supervised learning algorithms such as Maximum Entropy (ME) (Berger et al., 1996) and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) . Furthermore, rich features can be incorporated into these systems to improve their performances and most state-of-the-art systems are still based on feature-based models.
Recently, neural network models are drawing increasing attention in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. They significantly reduced feature engineering effort and achieved competitive or state-of-the-art results in many NLP tasks. Collobert et al. (2011) developed a general neural network architecture for sequence labeling tasks. Following this work, many neural network models (Zheng et al., 2013; Pei et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015a,b) have been applied to CWS and some approached state-of-the-art performance.
However, these neural network models, as well as other supervised methods, do not work well in domain adaptation. In recent years, manually annotated training corpus mostly come from the news domain. When it shifts to other domains such as literature or medicine, where there are many domain-related words that rarely appear in other domains, Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) word recognition becomes an important problem. Moreover, different domains means different language usages and contexts. Therefore, the InVocabulary (IV) word segmentation performance is also affected. As a result, CWS accuracies can drop gravely on cross-domain corpora. For example, consider a sentence "三聚氰胺(melamine) / 致(lead to) / 婴 幼 儿(baby) / 泌 尿 系(urinary tract) / 结 石(stones)". Here the word "三 聚 氰 胺(melamine)" is a chemical that often appears in medicine-related domains while seldom appears in other domains. It is a four-Chinese-character word where each character stands for 'three', 'gather', 'cyanide' and 'amine'. The four characters are totally irrelevant. A supervised CWS system trained on news domain corpus would face great challenges on segmenting this word correctly Several approaches have been proposed to address the domain adaption problem for CWS. One major family proposed to compose boundary features by fitting the relevance of consecutive characters using Accessor Variety (AV) (Feng et al., 2004a,b) , or Chi-square Statistics (Chi2) (Chang and Han, 2010) . Combining the boundary features with other hand-crafted features, these methods were shown to achieve better performance on OOV words.
Inspired by these models, we propose a novel BLSTM-based neural network model which incorporates a global recurrent structure designed to model boundary features dynamically. This structure can learn to utilize the target domain corpus and extract the correlation or irrelevance between characters, which is a reminiscence of the discrete boundary features such as Accessor Variety (AV).
The contributions of this paper are two folds:
• First, we propose a global recurrent structure and incorporate it in the BLSTM-based neural network model for CWS. The structure can capture correlations between characters, and thus is especially efficient for segmenting OOV words and enhancing the performance of CWS on non-news domains.
• We obtain competitive results comparing to the best reported in the literature on the SIGHAN Bakeoff 2010 data, which is a benchmark dataset for cross-domain CWS.
BLSTM Architecture for Chinese Word Segmentation
We regard Chinese word segmentation task as a character-based sequence labeling problem, by labeling each character a tag from {S, B, E, M}. These tags indicate the position of the character in the segmented word. B, E, M represents Begin, Middle, End of a multi-character segmentation respectively, while S represents a single-character segmentation. Figure 1 illustrates the general BLSTM architecture for Chinese word segmentation. 
Embeddings
The outputs of the embedding layer is a concatenation of three parts: character embeddings, bigram embeddings and boundary feature embeddings.
We adopt the the local window approach which assumes that the tag of a character largely depends on its neighboring characters. For each character c i in a given input sentence c [1:n] , the context characters c [i−w/2:i+w/2] and their corresponding bigrams are chosen to be fed into the networks, where w is the context window size. As most CWS methods do, we will set w = 5 in our experiments.
Given a character set V of size |V |, each character c ∈ V will be mapped into a d-dimensional embedding space as
The boundary feature embeddings are hidden vectors computed from the current bigrams and the whole bigarm history, which will be explained in detail in Section 3.
Three kinds of embeddings of the context characters c [i−2:i+2] and their corresponding bigrams are then concatenated into a single vector x i ∈ R H 1 , where H 1 = 5d + 4d + 4d bf . d bf is the number of hidden units output by the boundary feature embeddings. Then, this vector x i is fed into the BLSTM layer.
Bidirectional LSTM Network
Following the embedding layer is an one-layer BLSTM network (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005) . By combining hidden states from two separate LSTM layers, it can incorporate long periods of contextual information from both directions. The LSTM cell is implemented as follows (Graves et al., 2013) :
where σ is the logistic sigmoid function, and i, f , o and c are the input gate, forget gate, output gate and the cell respectively, all of which are the same dimension as the hidden output h. The subscripts of the weight matrix describe the meaning as the name suggests. For instance, W xi is the input gate weight matrix for input x.
The outputs of the BLSTM layer are the concatenation of a forward hidden sequence → h and a backward hidden sequence ← h which will be fed to the decoding layer that contains a linear transformation with no non-linear function:
where
H 2 is the number of hidden units of the outputs for the BLSTM layer. f (t i |c [i−w/2:i+w/2] ) ∈ R |T | is the score vector for each possible tag. Here in Chinese word segmentation, we set T = {S, B, E, M }.
Tag Inference
To model the correlations between tags in neighborhoods and jointly decode the best chain of tags for a given sentence, a transition score A ij is introduced to measure the probability of jumping from tag i ∈ T to tag j ∈ T (Collobert et al., 2011) . For an input sentence c [1:n] with a tag sequence t [1:n] , a sentence-level score can be formulated as follows:
(3) where f θ (t i |c [i−2:i+2] ) indicates the score output for the ith tag computed by the neural network described above with parameters θ.
Global Recurrent Structure
Chinese word segmentation is essentially a task of resolving the relevance of consecutive characters. Lacking knowledge of such relevance, recognizing out-of-domain words has been the bottleneck of domain adaption in CWS. However, Boundary features such as Accessor Variety (AV) (Feng et al., 2004a,b) , Mutual Information (Sun and Xu, 2011) and Chi-square Statistics (Chi2) (Chang and Han, 2010) are features designed to fit such relevance. A significant advantage of boundary features is that they can compute the correlation of characters from a large scale corpora, annotated or not, to boost the OOV word recognition performance. As a result, they are especially effective for cross-domain CWS.
In this paper, we propose 5 novel global recurrent structures to generate embeddings that mimic the boundary features for further computing, which needs minimal pre-processing and feature engineering. The structures are designed to capture the intuition that nearby sentences in a singledomain corpus often share certain words. Thus the correlation of characters within or across certain words can be learned, and those involving OOV words notably enhance domain adaption for CWS. GRS-1 The basic structure(GRS-1) is illustrated in Figure 2 . It looks like LSTM-2 (Chen et al., 2015b) when incorporated into the BLSTM model. However, the difference is that common recurrent networks will reset the hidden states every time they process a new sentence in NLP problems while the hidden states in our structure are never reset.
where h k,i and c k,i are the hidden state and cell vector of the kth sentence at the ith step, n k is the length of the kth sentence. For simplicity, in the following part we will ignore the subscript k and always indicate the current sentence. As a result of such warm start mechanism, our structure can to some extent record the history information in recent sentences. And some information may last long in the structure.
Here we choose the LSTM cell as it can learn to keep relatively long term memory. We follow the equations (1) to implement it and directly take h i as the boundary feature embeddings for the bigram b i = c i c i+1 in the basic structure, where the input is the concatenation of embeddings of a bigram and its corresponding characters
where h i is the output of the recurrent network at the ith step. We also propose four more variants of the structure that are shown in Figure 3 . GRS-2 To better fit the boundary features, we add a full-connection hidden layer following the recurrent network. The boundary feature embeddings are calculated as follows:
where σ is the logistic sigmoid function. GRS-3 Considering the hidden states are noisy and contains much information of other words, we want the hidden values more relevant to the current bigram, so a gate is introduced to the structure. The boundary feature embeddings are calculated as follows:
where ⊕ is the symbol for concatenation. GRS-4 GRS-4 is a combination version of GRS-2 and GRS-3 by adding a full-connection hidden layer following the gated output. GRS-5 GRS-5 is a more complicated version which tries to mimic the Accessor Variety(AV) criterion. AV criterion is a feature describing the number of distinct characters that precede or succeed a certain string s. For simplicity, we only focus on strings with length = 2, in other words, bigrams. Therefore, we substitute the input of GRS-4 with a bigarm and its preceding character to fit its left AV and similarly with a bigram and its succeeding character to fit its right AV. At last, we simply concatenate the two embeddings as the final boundary feature embeddings (Actually they are trigram boundary feature embeddings):
where tri i = c i−1 c i c i+1 and other values have the same meanings as above.
Training
Instead of using the Max-Margin criterion (Taskar et al., 2005) adopted by previous neural network models for CWS (Zheng et al., 2013; Pei et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015a,b) , we try to directly maximize the log-probability of the correct tag sequence following Lample et al. (2016) : where Y X represents all possible tag sequences for a sentence X. While decoding, we predict the output sequence which obtains the maximum score as follows:
The optimal sequence can be computed using dynamic programming. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) to maximize the objective function.
Experiments

Experimental Setup
Data. We use the PKU corpus drawn from news domain for the source-domain training. The PKU dataset is provided by SIGHAN Bakeoff 2005 (Emerson, 2005 . We regard the random 90% sentences of the training data as training set and the rest 10% sentences as development set. We also use the test part of the PKU dataset to measure the in-domain segmentation ability of our models. Following 's settings, our domain adaption experiments are performed on the four testing sets from the SIGHAN Bakeoff 2010 (Zhao and Liu, 2010) whose domains cover finance, computer, medicine and literature. In addition, we manually annotate six more corpora from non-news domains as testing sets, including finance, medicine, geology, agriculture, material and weather domains, which are extracted from abstracts of papers in CNKI 1 . These data are annotated following the guideline proposed by Yu et al. (2001) . The OOV rate of these data are relatively high because they are more academic. Statistics 1 http://www.cnki.net/ of the training and testing data are shown in the Table 1 .
All datasets are pre-processed by replacing the Chinese idioms and the continuous English letters and digits with a unique token.
Embeddings.
We use word2vec 2 to pre-train character embeddings on the training corpus. The bigram embeddings are initialized with the average of the corresponding two characters' embeddings.
Discrete Boundary Features.
The discrete boundary features which will be used in Section 5.3 are extracted from the datasets mentioned above and the Chinese Gigaword corpus 3 , following methods in Sun and Xu (2011)'s paper.
Hyper-parameters.
The hyper-parameters are tuned according to the experimental results. The detailed values are shown in Table 2 
Model Selection
We evaluate the baseline BLSTM model and our five proposed structures with the parameter settings in Table 2 mains from the CNKI dataset. The results are shown in Table 3 . The BLSTM+GRS-4 model with a gate and an additional full-connection hidden layer achieves the best performances among all domains. Surprisingly, the most delicate structure GRS-5 seems to be of no help to the CWS task.
To examine whether OOV recognition can benefit from GRS, we also look into the IV and OOV recalls of the PKU dataset respectively. Table 4 and Table 5 show that the proposed GRS can effectively improve the segmentation performance on OOV words, which empirically proves its domain adaption ability. BSLTM-2, similar to LSTM-2 (Chen et al., 2015b) , is an architecture comprised of two stacking bidirectional LSTM hidden layers. GRS-4 is short for BLSTM+GRS-4 model. Table 5 : IV and OOV recalls on the PKU test data.
Methods
Final Results
In this section, We compare our BLSTM+GRS-4 model with previous state-of-the-art methods. Experimental results on the four test domains from SIGHAN Bakeoff 2010 are shown in Table 6. We also attempt to integrate discrete boundary features into the models. In our experiments, we choose the Accessor Variety(AV) (Feng et al., 2004a,b) which is a feature widely used in traditional Chinese word segmentation. Our F-scores and OOV recalls are competitive to those reported by and Jiang et al. (2013) . However, following 's setting, we choose the PKU dataset as the training corpus while Jiang et al. (2013) 's model is trained on a different corpus. The results are not directly comparable. The results prove the incredible effectiveness of the global recurrent structure on OOV recognition and overall segmentation, comparable to the BLSTM model that directly incorporates discrete AV features. Adding discrete AV features into our model seem not to be a notable improvement, which also confirms that our model already has certain domain adaption ability.
Models
PKU MSRA (Zheng et al., 2013) 92.8 93.9 (Pei et al., 2014) 95.2 97.2 (Chen et al., 2015a) 96.4 97.6 (Chen et al., 2015b) 96. 96.5 (Zhang et al., 2016) 95.7 97.7 BLSTM 95.9 97.0 This work 95.9 97.1 Table 7 : Comparison of our model with previous neural models on the PKU and MSRA datasets. Results with * are from runs on their released implementation (Cai and Zhao, 2016) .
We compare the in-domain experimental results on the PKU and MSRA datasets with previ-Dataset Baseline(F%) GRS-1(F%) GRS-2(F%) GRS-3(F%) GRS-4(F%) Table 6 : Experimental results of the baseline BLSTM model, best-performance BLSTM+GRS-4 model, models with discrete AV features and models proposed by others on the SIGHAN Bakeoff2010 data.
ous neural models, which is shown in Table 7 . The baseline BLSTM model with no modification or augmentation can achieve comparative results while the GRS does little help to the in-domain Chinese word segmentation task.
Error Analysis
We collect and analyze the errors on the Medicine corpus from Sighan Bakeoff 2010 in light of the fact that the results are the worst among the four domains. We calculate accuracies of individual OOV words, where accuracies are simply treated as 0 or 1 for further counting, and categorize them according to their frequencies in the testing corpus. Statistics are shown in Figure 4 . From the trendlines we can infer that in our proposed GRS more occurrences yield higher accuracy while common BLSTM models can rarely benefit from this. That conforms to the intuition of our model that can utilize correlation information of testing corpora. Our model thereupon performs better with the increase of the size of testing corpus as long as the OOV words appear more. Although the trendline of our model is promising, there are some OOV words that occurs frequently but are wrongly segmented. Some examples are listed in Table 8 . Errors involving "肾 脏"(kidney) and "维 生 素C"(vitamin C) are typical examples of the Combination Ambiguity, where there are some words containing "肾 脏" such as "肾脏病学"(nephrology). Likewise, "维 生 素"(vitamin) is a frequent word that confuses our model. "甲 型H1N1流 感"(influenza A(H1N1)) reveals another severe problem that most CWS systems confront when processing the mix of Chinese characters and digits, punctuations or letters from other languages. The commonly used methods by treating consecutive digits or letters as one indeed boost the performance on corpora where most characters are Chinese. However, with the increase of characters other than Chinese, it is becoming a problem that should be reconsidered carefully. 
OOV
Related Work
Word segmentation has been pursued with considerable efforts in the Chinese NLP community. One mainstream method is regarding word segmentation task as a sequence labeling problem (Xue, 2003; Peng et al., 2004) . Recently, researchers have tended to explore neural network based approaches (Collobert et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2013; Qi et al., 2014) to reduce efforts of feature engineering. Pei et al. (2014) used a neural tensor model to capture the complicated interactions between tags and context characters. Experiments in his paper also show that bigram embeddings are of great benefit. To incorporate complicated combinations and long-term dependency information of the context characters, gated recursive model (Chen et al., 2015a) and LSTM model (Chen et al., 2015b) were used respectively. Moreover, Xu and Sun (2016) proposed a dependency-based gated recursive model which merges the benefits of the two models above. Coincidentally, Cai and Zhao (2016) and Zhang et al. (2016) both addressed the problem of lacking word-based features that previous neural CWS models have. Cai and Zhao (2016) proposed a novel gated combination neural network which thoroughly eliminates context windows and can utilize complete segmentation history. Zhang et al. (2016) proposed a transition-based neural model which replaces manually designed discrete features with neural features. Domain adaption for Chinese word segmentation has been widely exploited before neural CWS models are proposed. Jiang et al. (2013) utilized the web text(160K Wikipedia) to improves segmentation accuracies on several domains. studied type-supervised domain adaptation for Chinese segmentation by making use of domain-specific tag dictionaries and only unlabeled target domain data. proposed a variant CRF model to leverage both fully and partially annotated data transformed from different sources of free annotations consistently.
Some researches which focus on making use of unlabeled data for word segmentation also do help to domain adaption. Zhao and Kit (2008) and Zhang et al. (2013a) improved segmentation performance by mutual information between characters, collected from large unlabeled data. Li and Sun (2009) used punctuation information in a large raw corpus to learn a segmentation model, and achieve better recognition of OOV words. Sun and Xu (2011) explored several statistical features derived from both unlabeled data to help improve character-based word segmentation. Zhang et al. (2013b) proposed a semi-supervised approach that dynamically extracts representations of label distributions from both in-domain corpora and out-of-domain corpora.
Conclusion and Perspectives
In this paper, we propose a novel global recurrent structure to model dynamic boundary features and incorporate it in the BLSTM-based neural network model for Chinese Word Segmentation. The structure can capture correlations between characters, and thus is especially effective for segmenting OOV words and enhancing the performance of CWS on non-news domains.
The proposed global recurrent structure is not limited to the Chinese word segmentation task. It can be easily adapted to other sequence labeling problems that may benefit from the history information carried in the structure.
Although the structure is effective in this task, it's admittedly hard to train a stable model. As our future work, we would like to try some pretraining methods to handle this problem. And we plan to apply our method to other natural language processing tasks, such as Name Entity Recognition (NER). Also, the hybrid model is a great idea to try and we will do it later.
